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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.


DESIGN GOALS


• Connect inland to the neighborhoods


• Employ resilient and floodable materials


• Provide a continuous esplanade and bikeway


• Minimize pedestrian and bicycle conflicts


• Utilize the site furnishings palette from adjacent built 
sections of the esplanade


FUNDING


• $15M - US Housing and Urban Development Community 
Development Block Grant (HUD CDBE) administered by 
LMDC


• $6M - Office of the Manhattan Borough President, 
Councilmember Margaret Chin


• Total Budget:  $21M


• Project Size:   1500 LF


BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Design Goals
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
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This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.


BMCR Project:
• Planned flood protection from the 


Brooklyn Bridge to Montgomery Slip
• Exact alignment to be determined 


concurrent with esplanade design


Reconstruction of Peck Slip  
(by DPR):
• Completion planned in spring 2021


Tin Building Reconstruction:
• Renovated building to open in 2020


New Market Building:
• Demolition in Q2 2019; no current 


design plans


Interim Flood Protection Project
(by NYCEM):
• Installation 2019


ADJACENT PROJECTS IN 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION


BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Related Projects
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
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for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
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owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
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For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.


BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - BK Bridge + Shoreline 
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)
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Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)


NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)


Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)


Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 


Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision


Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.


Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.


We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.


To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.


Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.


To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 


For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.


This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 


Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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